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Read and write the following questions and answers. 

 

1. When a cell reproduces, what happens to its DNA? 

Ans :Its DNA first doubles up followed by its equal and accurate division between two 

daughter cells. 

 

 2. Name some simple organisms having the ability of regeneration. 

Ans : Planaria/hydra/earthworm. 

 

3. Name the method by which Plasmodium reproduce under favourable conditions. Is 

this method sexual or asexual? 

Ans :Multiple Fission. Asexual 

 

4. Give an advantage of vegetative propagation. 

Ans. Vegetative propagation can be practised for growing such plants which usually do 

not produceseeds or produce non-viable seeds. 

 

5. What is the effect of DNA copying which is not perfectly accurate on the reproduction 
process? 

Ans :  It Leads to variation/ evolution. 

 

6. Give reasons as to why the following processes are different from each other: 
a. Fission in Amoeba and Plasmodium . 

b. Binary fission and Fragmentation. 

2.  

Ans : a. In Amoeba during binary fission the cell divides into two daughter cells while in 
Plasmodium multiple   fission occurs, where the cell divides into many daughter cells. 

 
b. In binary fission, a cell divides into two daughter cells while in fragmentation, the 

body of a multicellular organisms divides into two or more parts which grow further. 

 

7. Explain how organisms create an exact copy of themselves? 

Ans :To build the copies of DNA or the genetic material, the cells use biochemical 
reactions.Additional cellular apparatus along with the DNA copies are separated and so 
a cell divides to give rise to two almost identical cells. 
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8. Define the following processes of asexual reproduction: 

a. Spore formation 

b. Regeneration 

c. Multiple fission 

Ans : a .Reproduction seen in organisms by formation of spores. 

            b. Organisms are cut into any number of pieces and each piece grows into a 

complete organism. 

            C .Unicellular organisms divide into many daughter cells simultaneously. 

 

 

9. Define variation in relation to a species. Why is variation beneficial to the species? 

Ans :Variation means certain changes which occur in sexually reproducing organisms 
because of errors in DNA copying. Variations are beneficial for species because they 
given survival advantage even in the adverse environmental conditions. 

 

10. “Variations” are seen in the organisms. State the two main causes of variation. 

Ans :Variations are caused by: 

a. Change in the genetic material, i.e., DNA at the time of DNA copying. 

b. Environmental factors viz., light, temperature, nutrition, wind and water 

supply, etc. 
c. Mutations. 

 
 

11. Give one example each of a unisexual and bisexual flower.  
or 
Differentiate between unisexual and bisexual flower.  

or 

Distinguish between unisexual and bisexual flowers giving one example of each. 

 

Ans: Unisexual flower have only one type of sex organ, either carpels or stamen, 
hence they are either male or female flower. For example: Cucurbit and maize. Bisexual 
flower have both carpels and stamens. For example: Marigold and rose. 

 

12.  List any two differences between pollination and fertilization. 

Ans :  
 

 Pollination Fertilization 

1. It is the transfer 
of pollen grain 
from the anther 
to the stigma of 
flower. 

It is the fusion of male gamete with female 

gamete (egg). 
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2. It is achieved 

by agents like 

wind, water or 

animals. 

It is achieved by the growth of pollen tube so 
that the male gamete reaches the female 
germ cells. 

3. It leads to 
fertilization. 

It leads to formation of seeds 

4. It is an external 
process 

It is an internal process. 

 

13. Differentiate between self-pollination and cross- pollination. 

Ans :  
 

 Self-pollination Cross-pollination 

1. Self-pollination is 
the transfer of 
pollen grains 
from anther to 
stigma within the 
same flower. 

Cross-pollination is the transfer of pollen 
grains from anther to stigma in another 
flower. 

2. It occurs either in 

the same flower 

or another flower 

of the same 

plant. 

It occurs between two flowers which are on 
different plants but are of the same species. 

3. It occurs in the 
flowers which 
are genetically 
same. 

It occurs between flowers which are genetically 
different. 

 

 

14. Label the given parts in the flower- 
 

 
 

Ans : 1. Stigma 2. Anther  3. Style 4. Filament 5. Petal  6. Ovary 7. Sepal. 

 


